Magical Herbs

**Aphrodisiac**
Horny goat weed, yohimbe, and maca help to increase energy, stamina, and libido.

**Consecration**
Sage, rosemary, and eucalyptus purify and cleanse which is ideal for any consecration. These herbs impart a blessing and often have energy that cleanses away negative vibrations.

**Countermagic**
Mugwort, patchouli, and cayenne help to guard and protect against any magical attack.

**Culinary**
Basil, mint, and oregano aid in friendship and conversation at gatherings where food is a central component.

**Fertility**
Acorn, daffodil, and mandrake ensure fertility, which can be interpreted as the concept of giving rise to new thoughts, projects, or journeys.

**Funeral**
Bay laurel, yew, and periwinkle are often placed at the gravesite. These herbs can also be made into funeral wreaths to help the departed ease into the transition to Summerland.

**Immortality**
Lemon balm, periwinkle, and rue help in the transition to another life and can also help the user concentrate their energy on connecting with the Divine.

**Protection**
Lavender, jasmine, and aloe vera contain good, pure, positive energy which can protect a person in nearly all situations.

**Visionary**
Marigold, acacia, and cats claw often produce mystical insight and robust dreams allowing to travel and traverse the spirit world.